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a b s t r a c t
Based on the subresultant polynomial chain and the method presented by Hongguang
Fu and Lu Yang et al., we propose a practical algorithm for computing the number of
sign changes of the leading coefficients and the constant terms of a generalized Sturm
sequence (GSS). With the principal minors sequence of the discrimination matrix of the
polynomial and the number of sign changes of the GSS, a formula determining the number
of positive solutions of a given bivariate polynomial systems with real coefficients (with a
finite number of complex solutions) and its algorithm are presented. Using the techniques
of the B-net form of bivariate splines function, this algorithm can be used for computing the
number of real intersection points of two piecewise algebraic curves and its distributions
in all cells when common points are finite. A piecewise algebraic curve is defined by a
bivariate spline function.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Solving polynomial systems in a real field is an active area of research. In some examples of interest in practice and theory,
themajor issue is to determinewhether a given systemhas real solutions or not, and count them if the number is finite. There
are several algorithms that tackle this problem by isolating the real solutions of polynomial equations (see, for example [1–
4]), these methods only deal with a polynomial system with constant rational coefficients. However, problems involving
polynomials with real symbolic coefficients appear more and more both in theory and in practice. Different attempts were
made to try to overcome this difficulty. Yang et al. [5–7], established a complete discrimination systemwhich can determine
both the numbers and multiplicities of the real/imaginary roots and hence an explicit criterion of root-classification for
univariate polynomials with real symbolic coefficients. In this paper we present a practical method and its algorithm for
determining the number of positive solutions of a given bivariate polynomial system, whose complex solutions are finite,
with real coefficients.
Let ∆ = {T[1], . . . , T[N]} be a regular triangulation of a simply connected polygonal domain Ω in R2. Given integer r and
d with d ≥ r + 1, we denote by Srd(∆) = {s ∈ Cr(Ω) : s|T ∈ Πd for all T ∈ ∆} the space of bivariate splines of degree d and
smoothness r (with respect to∆). Here Πd = span{xiyj : i ≥ 0, j ≥ 0, i+ j ≤ d} denotes the space of bivariate polynomials of
total degree d. A piecewise algebraic curve is given by s(x, y) = 0, where s(x, y) ∈ Srd(∆) is real coefficients.
The problem of the number of real intersection points of two piecewise algebraic curves is concerned with several
practical areas. For example, the construction of explicit interpolation schemes (especially Lagrange interpolation schemes)
for spline spaces on given partition, blending curves and surfaces (see [8–11]). We discussed the number of real intersection
points of two piecewise algebraic curves in Ref. [12], but the approach in Ref. [12] involves polynomials of 4 times the degree
of the initial polynomials, and so increases its complexity. Here this weakness is avoided by a triangular decomposition of
polynomial system and a more efficient transformation of variables.
The main purpose of this paper is to present a practical method and its algorithm for determining the number of real
intersection points of two piecewise algebraic curves whose common points are finite.
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The contributions of this article are the following. In Section 3,wepresent a practical algorithm for computing the number
of sign changes of the leading coefficients and the constant terms of the GSS based on the subresultant polynomial chain [13]
and Fu, Yang and Zang’smethod [5,14]. In Section 4,Wedealwith the problemof computing the number of positive solutions
(i.e. solutions are in R+× R+, where R+ = (0,+∞)) for given bivariate polynomial systems (PS) with real coefficients whose
complex solutions are finite, and a formula and its algorithm for this purpose are presented. The main tool to achieve this
goal is an explicit criterion to determine the number of real roots for an univariate polynomial [5,6] and the number of sign
changes of the GSS at 0 and+∞. In Section 5, with the B-net form of the bivariate splines function, we propose an algorithm
for counting real intersection points of two piecewise algebraic curves whose common points are finite. In Section 6, we
present some experimental results of our algorithms.
2. Basic definitions
In this section, we present some concepts and results for the principal minors sequence of the discrimination matrix of
a polynomial and the generalized Sturm sequences (GSS). For more information the reader may refer to [5–7,14].
Definition 2.1 ([5,6]). Given a polynomial with general symbolic coefficients,
f (x) = a0xn + a1xn−1 + · · · + an,
the following (2n+ 1)× (2n+ 1)matrix in terms of the coefficients,
a0 a1 a2 · · · an
na0 (n− 1)a1 · · · an−1
a0 a1 · · · an−1 an
na0 · · · 2an−2 an−1
· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
a0 a1 · · · an
na0 · · · an−1
a0 a1 · · · an

(1)
is called the discrimination matrix of f (x), and denoted by Discr(f ). Denote by dk or dk(f ) the determinant of the submatrix
Discr(f ), formed by the first k rows and the first k columns for k = 1, . . . , 2n+ 1.
Definition 2.2 ([5,6]). Let Dk(f ) = d2k for k = 1, . . . , n. We called the n−tuple
{D1(f ),D2(f ), . . . ,Dn(f )} (2)
the discriminant sequence of f (x), and denote it by DiscrList(f ).
We can determine the number of real roots of polynomial with real coefficients by the following
Theorem 2.3 (cf. Yang Lu et al. [5–7]). Let f (x) be a polynomial with degree n, σ0 = 1, and σi = Dqi be the ith nonzero term in
the discriminant sequence {D1(f ), . . . ,Dn(f )}, i = 1, . . . , k. Let again si = qi+1 − qi − 1,, q0 = 0. Then the number of distinct real
roots of f (x) is equal to
k−1∑
i=0
si is even
(−1) si2 sign(σi+1σi).
Let I be an integral domain, I[u, x] be the polynomial ring over I, where u = u1, . . . , us. Denote the leading coefficients
and the constant terms of a given polynomial f (x) by lc(f ) and const(f ), respectively. The generalized Sturm sequence (GSS)
is defined as follows:
Definition 2.4 ([14]). Let A1, A2 ∈ I[u, x]. The generalized Sturm sequence (GSS) of A1 and A2 is a polynomial remainder
sequence A1, A2, A3, . . . satisfying
eiAi = QiAi+1 + fiAi+2, ei = c2(ni−ni+1+1)i+1 , fi = −1, (3)
where Qi ∈ I[u, x], ni = deg(Ai), ci = lc(Ai).
Given two polynomials f (x) and h(x), let g(x) be the remainder of f ′(x)h(x) divided by f (x). Denote the number of sign changes
of the leading coefficients and the constant terms of the GSS of f (x) and g(x) by V+∞(f , g) and V0(f , g), respectively. On the
other hand, denote the numbers of real roots of f (x) in (0,+∞) subject to h(x) > 0 and h(x) < 0 by Nba(f |h > 0) and
Nba(f |h < 0), respectively. Then we have [15]
Nba(f |h > 0)− Nba(f |h < 0) = V0(f , g)− V+∞(f , g).
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Set V(f , h; 0) := V0(f , g) and V(f , h;+∞) := V+∞(f , g), then
Nba(f |h > 0)− Nba(f |h < 0) = V(f , h; 0)− V(f , h;+∞). (4)
Definition 2.5 ([14]). Let A, B ∈ I[u, x]. A and B are called similar, A ∼ B, if and only if there exist non-zero a, b ∈ I[u] such
that a2A = b2B.
It is clear that similar is an equivalence relation, and satisfies the following properties:
1. If A, B, C,D ∈ I[u, x] and A ∼ B, C ∼ D, then A · C ∼ B · D.
2. If A, B ∈ I[u, x] and A ∼ B, then lc(A) ∼ lc(B), const(A) ∼ const(B).
For simplification, here we omit the definition of subresultant polynomial chain, Sn+1, Sn, Sn−1, . . . , S0, of two polynomials f
and g and its properties, the reader may refer to [14,13].
Theorem 2.6 ([13]). Let A1, . . . , Ar be a polynomial remainder sequence over I[u, x] with non-vanishing ei, fi ∈ I[u] such that
eiAi = QiAi+1 + fiAi+2, (1 ≤ i ≤ r − 2).
Let n1, n2, . . . , nr and c1, c2, . . . , cr be the degree sequence and leading coefficient sequence of A1, . . . , Ar , respectively. Then for
any j, 2 ≤ j ≤ r − 1, we have
Sk = 0, 0 ≤ k < nr, nj+1 < k < nj − 1, (5){
j−1∏
i=1
e
ni+1−nj+1
i
}
Snj−1 =
{
j−1∏
i=1
(−1)(ni−nj+1)(ni+1−nj+1)f ni+1−nj+1i cni−ni+2i+1
}
c
−nj+nj+1+1
j Aj+1, (6){
j−1∏
i=1
e
ni+1−nj+1
i
}
Snj+1 =
{
j−1∏
i=1
(−1)(ni−nj+1)(ni+1−nj+1)f ni+1−nj+1i cni−ni+2i+1
}
c
nj−nj+1−1
j+1 Aj+1. (7)
Theorem 2.7 ([14]). Let Ai be the generalized Sturm sequence defined above, Sk be the k-th subresultant polynomial of A1 and A2.
Then
Snj−1Snj ∼ (−1)n1−nj
{
j−2∏
i=1
(cici+1)ni−ni+2
}
AjAj+1. (8)
3. Algorithm for counting sign changes of GSS
Theorem 3.1. Let {Li} and {βi} be the leading coefficients and constant terms of the subresultant polynomial chain of given
polynomials A1 (with const(A1) 6= 0) and A2 respectively, and {ci}, {ηi} and {ni} be the leading coefficients, constant terms and
degrees of the generalized Sturm sequence {A1, A2 . . . , Ar} respectively. Then
(1)
Lnj−1Lnj ∼ (−1)n1−nj
{
j−2∏
i=1
(cici+1)ni−ni+2
}
cjcj+1 (9)
and
βnj−1βnj ∼ (−1)n1−nj
{
j−2∏
i=1
(cici+1)ni−ni+2
}
ηjηj+1; (10)
(2) if βnj = 0, then ηj = 0 and ηj−1ηj+1 ∼ −1, where r > j ≥ 2;
(3) βn1 ,βnr 6= 0.
Proof. (1). Applying the property 2 of the similar relation in the above section to Theorem 2.7, we get the conclusion (1)
immediately.
(2). According to equality (7) in Theorem 2.6, βnj = 0 yields that const(Aj) = ηj = 0, which together with equality (3),
implies that
const(Aj−1) = ηj−1 ∼ −const(Aj+1) = −ηj+1. (11)
We say that ηj−1,ηj+1 6= 0. Otherwise, ηj−1 = ηj = ηj+1 = 0, which implies that polynomials A1 and A2 have x as a
common factor because A1, A2, A3, . . ., the GSS of A1 and A2, is a polynomial remainder sequence satisfying equality (3).
That contradicts const(A1) 6= 0. Therefore ηj−1ηj+1 ∼ −1 by equality (11).
(3). By a similar argument as above, we have βn1 ,βnr 6= 0. This completes the proof. 
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The following algorithm can be used to compute V(f , h; 0)− V(f , h;+∞) for given polynomials f and h.
Algorithm 1. GSS+∞0 Algo
Input: Two polynomials f and hwith const(f ) 6= 0.
Output: V(f , h; 0)− V(f , h;+∞).
Step 1. Let
f = a1xd1 + · · · + ad1+1, g = remainder(f ′h, f ) = b1xd2 + · · · + bd2+1,
where ad1+1 6= 0 and d1 ≥ d2. Compute {Ld1 , Ld2 , Ld2−1, . . . , L0}, the leading coefficients sequence of the subresultant
polynomial chain of f and g.
Step 2. Remove all zero elements and all non-zero elements whose successors are zero in {Ld1 , Ld2 , Ld2−1, . . . , L0}, get {nj}
sequences for r ≥ j ≥ 1.
Step 3. Let c1 = a1, c2 = b1. Construct all cjcj+1 according to the recursive formula given in Theorem 3.1 for r > j ≥ 2.
Step 4. Compute V+∞(f , g), the number of sign changes of the sequence {c1, c2, . . . , cr}.
Step 5. Compute {βn1 ,βn2 ,βn3 , . . . ,βnr }, the constant terms of the subresultant polynomials {Sn1 , Sn2 , Sn3 , . . . , Snr }.
Step 6. Let j = 1, V0(f , g) = 0,η1 = ad1+1,η2 = bd2+1.
Step 7. If βnj ,βnj+1 6= 0, then construct ηjηj+1 according to the recursive formula given in Theorem 3.1 when j > 1, go to
step 8; Otherwise, let ηjηj+2 ∼ −1 (because it is not hard to see from Theorem 3.1 that βnj 6= 0,βnj+1 = 0 and ηjηj+2 ∼ −1),
go to step 9.
Step 8. If ηjηj+1 ∼ −1, then let V0(f , g) = V0(f , g)+ 1 and j = j+ 1, go to step 10.
Step 9. Let V0(f , g) = V0(f , g)+ 1, j = j+ 2, go to step 10.
Step 10. If j < r, then go to step 7; Otherwise go to step 11.
Step 11. Compute V0(f , g)− V+∞(f , g). Let V(f , h; 0)− V(f , h;+∞) = V0(f , g)− V+∞(f , g), which is what we want.
Proof of correctness. Based on Theorem 3.1 and a similar argument as the algorithm in Ref. [14], we have the correctness
of the algorithm immediately. 
4. Formula and algorithm for PS
In this section, We will study how to determine the number of distinct positive solutions for the following polynomial
systems (PS) with real coefficients
PS :
{
f1(x, y) = 0,
f2(x, y) = 0. (12)
If the ideal generated by f1 and f2 with real coefficients is zero-dimensional, then it is well known thatWu’smethod, Gröbner
basis method, or the subresultant method can be used to transform the system of equations into one or more systems in
triangular form (see, [7,16–19]). Therefore, first we consider triangular equations and the problemwe discuss is to compute
the number of distinct solutions in R+ × R+ of the following system TS,
TS :
{
p1(x) = 0,
p2(x, y) = b0(x)yn + b1(x)yn−1+, · · · ,+bn(x) = 0, (13)
where p1, b0(x), . . . , bn(x) ∈ R[x] and p1(x) is square-free with const(p1) 6= 0; {p1, p2} is a normal ascending chain [7], that
is, resultant(p1(x), b0(x), x) 6= 0.
Definition 4.1. Given system TS as above. Let
{d1(p2, x), d2(p2, x), . . . , d2n+1(p2, x)} (14)
be the principal minors sequence of Discr(p2(x,−y))with respect to variable y, where di(p2, x) ∈ R[x] for i = 1, . . . , 2n+ 1.
(By (1), d1(p2, x) = (−1)nb0(x), d2(p2, x) = nb20(x), d2n+1(p2, x) = bn(x)d2n(p2, x), and di(p2, x) has b20(x) as a factor for
i = 3, . . . , 2n+ 1)
Let
d(i,j)(p2, x) := {dr(p2, x)| r = i, . . . , j}, (15)
Wi,j := gcd
(
p1(x),
d(i,j)(p2, x)
b20(x)
)
, (16)
Wi := p1(x)
Wi,i
(17)
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for 3 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 2n, where gcd(p1(x), d(i,j)(p2,x)b20(x) ) means the greatest common divisor of polynomials p1(x),
di(p2,x)
b20(x)
, . . . ,
dj(p2,x)
b20(x)
.
We define
TSset := {Wi,j|Wi,j 6= 1, (j− i) is an even number , 3 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 2n− 1} ∪ {Wi|3 ≤ i ≤ 2n}, (18)
and call it the set of the decomposition of polynomial p1(x)w. r. t. the sequence {dm(p2, x)}2nm=3.
According to the Definition 4.1 above, the following TSset-For TS Algo can be used for producing the set of the
decomposition of polynomial p1(x)w. r. t. the sequence {dm(p2, x)}2nm=3.
Algorithm 2. TSset-For TS Algo
Input: A polynomials sequence p1(x), b0(x), d3(p2, x), d4(p2, x), . . . , d2n(p2, x).
Output: TSset the set of the decomposition of polynomial p1(x)w. r. t. the sequence {dm(p2, x)}2nm=3.
Step 1. i← 0 and let TSset = {}; Compute gcd(p1, dm(p2,x)b20(x) ) for m = 3, 4, . . . , 2n.
Step 2. Set Ψ [i] be the polynomials sequence A[i]3 , A
[i]
4 , . . . , A
[i]
2n, where A[i]m = gcd(p1, dm(p2,x)b20(x) ) for m = 3, 4, . . . , 2n; If i = 0,
then setWm := p1(x)
A[i]m
(A[0]m = Wm,m), and put everyWm into TSset; Otherwise, go to step 3.
Step 3. If all items in Ψ [i] are equal to 1, go to Step 8. Otherwise, remove all 1 elements in Ψ [i], and denoted by Ψ [i]0 the
new polynomials sequence A[i]i1 , A
[i]
i2
, . . . , A[i]is , where 3 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < is.
Step 4. If i is an even number, then set Wm,m+i := A[i]m for each item A[i]m in Ψ [i]0 , and put every Wm,m+i into TSset when
m+ i < 2n.
Step 5. i← i+ 1; Set
SubscriptSet := {m < 2n|subscript m such that A[i−1]m , A[i−1]m−1 ∈ Ψ [i−1]0 or A[i−1]m , A[i−1]m+1 ∈ Ψ [i−1]0 },
SubSet := {q ∈ SubscriptSet|q+ 1 ∈ SubscriptSet}.
Step 6. If SubSset = ∅, go to Step 8. Otherwise, for each jk ∈ SubSet, compute gcd(A[i−1]jk , A[i−1]jk+1 ), and set A[i]jk :=
gcd(A[i−1]jk , A
[i−1]
jk+1 ).
Step 7. Set Ψ [i] be the polynomials sequence A[i]j1 , A
[i]
j2
, . . . , A[i]jt , where j1, j2, . . . , jt are all elements in SubSet with j1 < j2 <· · · < jt , go to Step 3.
Step 8. output TSset.
Theorem 4.2. Given system TS as (13) above. Let {d1(p2, x), d2(p2, x), . . . , d2n+1(p2, x)} be the principal minors sequence of
Discr(p2(x,−y)) w. r. t. variable y, and let TSset defined in (18) be the set of the decomposition of polynomial p1(x) w. r. t. the
sequence {dm(p2, x)}2n+1m=3 . Let NPZero(·) denote the number of distinct positive solutions of a given system. Then
2NPZero(TS) = V(p1, b0(x); 0)− V(p1, b0(x);+∞)− NPZero(gcd(p1, bn))
− V(W3, b0(x)b1(x); 0)+ V(W3, b0(x)b1(x);+∞)
+
2n∑
i=3
{V(Wi(x), T∗i (x); 0)− V(Wi(x), T∗i (x);+∞)}
+ ∑
Wi,j∈TSset
(−1) (j−i)2 {V(Wi,j(x), T∗i,j(x); 0)− V(Wi,j(x), T∗i,j(x);+∞)}, (19)
where
NPZero(gcd(p1, bn)) = V(gcd(p1, bn), 1; 0)− V(gcd(p1, bn), 1;+∞)
T∗i (x) =
di−1(p, x)di+1(p, x)
b40(x)
, i ≥ 3,
T∗i,j(x) =

di−2(p, x)di−1(p, x)dj+1(p, x)dj+2(p, x)
b80(x)
, for i ≥ 4
di−2(p, x)di−1(p, x)dj+1(p, x)dj+2(p, x)
b70(x)
, i = 3.
(20)
Proof. Suppose that x0 is a positive root of p1(x). By Yang and Xia’s theorem [6], it is clear that
{D1(p2(x0, y2)),D2(p2(x0, y2)), . . . ,D2n(p2(x0, y2))}, (21)
the discriminant sequence of univariate polynomial p2(x0, y2)w. r. t. variable y, is equal to sequence
{d1(p2, x0)d2(p2, x0) d2(p2, x0)d3(p2, x0), . . . , d2n(p2, x0)d2n+1(p2, x0)}, (22)
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i.e. Dk(p2(x0, y2)) = dk(p2, x0)dk+1(p2, x0), up to a factor of the same sign as a0, for k = 1, 2, . . . , 2n, where, d1(p2, x0) =
(−1)nb0(x0) and d2(p2, x0) = nb20(x0) by (1), and b0(x) 6= 0 because resultant(p1(x), b0(x), x) 6= 0.
Denote by NZero(p2(x0, y2)) the number of distinct real roots of polynomial p2(x0, y2). Obviously, NZero(p2(x0, y2)) −
Γ(x0) = 2NPZero(p2(x0, y)), where Γ(x0) = 1 when bn(x0) = 0, otherwise Γ(x0) = 0. Let σi = Dqi(p2(x0, y2)) be ith nonzero
term in (22) (i = 1, . . . , t). It then follows from (21), (22) and Theorem 2.3 that
2NPZero(p2(x0, y)) = NZero(p2(x0, y2))− Γ(x0) =
t−1∑
i=0
si=qi+1−qi−1
si is even
(−1) si2 sign(σi+1σi)− Γ(x0)
= sign((−1)nb0(x0))− Γ(x0)+
2n−1∑
i=1
sign(di(p2, x0)d2i+1(p2, x0)di+2(p2, x0))
+ ∑
3≤i≤j≤2n−1
(j−i) is even
di=di+2=,...,dj=0
(−1) (j−i)2 sign(di−2(p2, x0)di−1dj+1dj+2(p2, x0)). (23)
Let x1, x2, . . . , xl be all distinct positive roots of the polynomial p1(x). According to (21) and (22), for each xi, the discriminant
sequences of univariate polynomial p2(xi,−y2)w. r. t. variable y is
{d1(p2, xi)d2(p2, xi) d2(p2, xi)d3(p2, xi), . . . , d2n(p2, xi)d2n+1(p2, xi)}. (24)
It follows from (23) and (24) that
2NPZero(TS) = 2 ∑
x0∈Q
NPZero(p2(x, y0))
= (−1)n
 ∑
x0∈Q,b0(x0)>0
1− ∑
x0∈Q,b0(x0)<0
1

− ∑
x0∈Q
Γ(x0)+
2n∑
i=2
 ∑
x0∈W∗i ,Ti(x0)>0
1− ∑
x0∈W∗i ,Ti(x0)<0
1

+ ∑
3≤i≤j≤2n−1
(j−i) is even
(−1) (j−i)2
 ∑
s∈W∗i,j,Ti,j(s)>0
1− ∑
s∈W∗i,j,Ti,j(s)<0
1
 , (25)
where
Q = {x1, x2, . . . , xl},
W∗i,j = {x0 ∈ Q| gcd(p1, d(i,j)(p, x))|x0 = 0},
W∗i =
{
x0 ∈ Q
∣∣∣∣ p1gcd(p1, di(p2, x))
∣∣∣∣
x0
= 0
}
,
Ti(x) = di−1(p, x)di+1(p, x),
Ti,j(x) = di−2(p, x)di−1(p, x)dj+1(p, x)dj+2(p, x).
By (1), d1(p2, x)d3(p2, x) = −nb30(x)b1(x) and di(p2, x)has b20(x) as a factor for i = 3, . . . , 2n+1,which togetherwith (15)–(18)
and (25) implies that
2NPZero(TS) = (−1)n
 ∑
x0∈Q,b0(x0)>0
1− ∑
x0∈Q,b0(x0)<0
1

− ∑
x0∈Q
Γ(x0)−
 ∑
x0∈W∗3 ,b0(x0)b1(x0)>0
1− ∑
x0∈W∗3 ,b0(x0)b1(x0)<0
1

+
2n∑
i=3
 ∑
x0∈W∗i ,T∗i (x0)>0
1− ∑
x0∈W∗i ,T∗i (x0)<0
1

+ ∑
3≤i≤j≤2n−1
(j−i) is even
(−1) (j−i)2
 ∑
s∈W∗i,j,T∗i,j(s)>0
1− ∑
s∈W∗i,j,T∗i,j(s)<0
1
 , (26)
where
W∗i = {x0 ∈ Q|Wi(x0) = 0}, i ≥ 3
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W∗i,j = {x0 ∈ Q|Wi,j(x0) = 0}, 3 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 2n− 1,
T∗i (x) =
di−1(p, x)di+1(p, x)
b40(x)
, i ≥ 3, T∗i,j(x) =

di−2(p, x)di−1(p, x)dj+1(p, x)dj+2(p, x)
b80(x)
, for i ≥ 4
di−2(p, x)di−1(p, x)dj+1(p, x)dj+2(p, x)
b70(x)
, i = 3
(27)
By equality (4) and (26) yields that
2NPZero(TS) = V(p1, b0(x); 0)− V(p1, b0(x);+∞)− NPZero(gcd(p1, bn))
− V(W3, b0(x)b1(x); 0)+ V(W3, b0(x)b1(x);+∞)
+
2n∑
i=3
{V(Wi(x), T∗i (x); 0)− V(Wi(x), T∗i (x);+∞)}
+ ∑
Wi,j∈TSset
(−1) (j−i)2 {V(Wi,j(x), T∗i,j(x); 0)− V(Wi,j(x), T∗i,j(x);+∞)}.
This proves Theorem 4.2. 
According to the above Theorem, the following Algo-Count Positive Solutions For TS can be used for counting positive
solutions of a given system TS.
Algorithm 3. Algo-Count Positive Solutions For TS.
Input: A system TS as (12): p1(x) = 0, p2(x, y) = 0.
Output: NPZero(TS) the number of distinct positive solutions of TS.
Step 1. Compute {d1(p2, x), . . . , d2n+1(p2, x)}, the principal minors sequence of Discr(p2(x,−y))w. r. t. variable y.
Step 2. Use TSset-For TS Algo to obtain the set of the decomposition of polynomial p1(x)w. r. t. the sequence {dm(p2, x)}2nm=3.
Set TSset to the output.
Step 3. Let NPZero(TS) = 0.
Step 3. Use GSS+∞0 Algo to compute NPZero(gcd(p1, bn)), c0 := V(p1, b0(x); 0) − V(p1, b0(x);+∞) and c1 :=
V(W3, b0(x)b1(x); 0)− V(W3, b0(x)b1(x);+∞).
Step 4. Let NPZero(TS) = NPZero(TS)+ (−1)nc0 − c1 − NPZero(gcd(p1, bn)).
Step 5. Let i = 3.
Step 6. Use GSS+∞0 Algo to compute ci := V(Wi(x), T∗i (x); 0)− V(Wi(x), T∗i (x);+∞).
Step 7. Let NPZero(TS) = NPZero(TS)+ ci.
Step 8. Let i = i+ 1. If i ≤ 2n, go to step 6; Otherwise, go to step 9
Step 9. For eachWi,j ∈ TSset, Use GSS+∞0 Algo to compute ci,j := V(Wi,j(x), T∗i,j(x); 0)− V(Wi,j(x), T∗i,j(x);+∞).
Step 10. Let NPZero(TS) = NPZero(TS)+∑(−1) j−i2 ci,j.
Step 11. NPZero(TS)← NPZero(TS)2 , output NPZero(TS).
Proof of correctness. For every f (x) ∈ TSset, the constant term of f (x) do not vanish because of const(p1) 6= 0. This together
with Theorem 4.2 implies that the algorithm is correct. 
We now give the following Algo-Count Positive Solutions For PS for counting positive solutions of a given system PS.
Algorithm 4. Algo-Count Positive Solutions For PS.
Input: A system PS: f1(x, y) = 0, f2(x, y) = 0.
Output: NPZero(PS) the number of distinct positive solutions of PS.
Step 1. Use Wu’s method, the Gröbner basis method, or the subresultant method to transform the system PS into one or
more triangular forms TS as (12), say TS1, . . . , TSk.
Step 2. Let i = 1, NPZero(PS) = 0.
Step 3. Perform Algo-Count Positive Solutions For TS on TSi. Set NPZero(TSi) to the output.
Step 4. Let NPZero(PS) = NPZero(PS)+ NPZero(TSi).
Step 5. Let i = i+ 1. If i ≤ k, go to step 3; Else, go to step 6.
Step 6. Output NPZero(PS).
5. The number of real intersection points of PACS
Let partition ∆ = {T[1], . . . , T[N]}, T[l] = ∆(v[l]1 , v[l]2 , v[l]3 ) be a triangle cell of the partition ∆, l = 1, . . . ,N. It is well known
that for any given s ∈ Srn(∆), the polynomials p[l] = s|T[l] ∈ Πn can be represented in B-net form on the triangle cell T[l] as
follows [10,11]
p[l](ul1, ul2, ul3) =
∑
|λ|=n
b[l]λ u
λ1
l1 u
λ2
l2 u
λ3
l3 , (28)
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where b[l]λ = p[l]λ n!λ1!λ2!λ3! , and (ul1, ul2, ul3) is the barycentric coordinates of (x, y) on T[l], λ = (λ1,λ2,λ3), |λ| = λ1 + λ2 + λ3,
λi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, p[l]λ are Bezier ordinates of p[l].
Obviously, the number of real intersection points on partition lines of two piecewise algebraic curves s1 = 0 and s2 = 0
can be changed into the problem of the number of the positive roots of one variable polynomial by making one of ul1, ul2
and ul3 in (28) be equal to zero, we can use an explicit criterion to determine the number of positive roots of a polynomial
(see [6])and proposition 2.3 to solve it.
Theorem 5.1. Let partition ∆ = {T[1], . . . , T[N]}, T[l] = ∆(v[l]1 , v[l]2 , v[l]3 ) be a triangle cell of the partition ∆ for l = 1 . . . ,N.
Suppose that s1 ∈ Sr1n1(∆), s2 ∈ Sr2n2(∆), the B − net form on T[l] of si is p[l]i (ul1, ul2, ul3) = si|T[l] =
∑
|λ|=ni b
[l]
iλu
λ1
l1 u
λ2
l2 u
λ3
l3 , where
b[l]iλ = p[l]iλ ni!λ1!λ2!λ3! , i = 1, 2. If for any given l ∈ {1, . . . ,N}, polynomials whose restrictions on the cell T[l] are s1|T[l] and s2|T[l] have
no nontrivial common factor, then the number of distinct real intersection points in the interior of T[l] of two piecewise algebraic
curves s1 = 0 and s2 = 0 is equal to NPZero(PS[l]∗), where
PS[l]
∗ :

p[l]
∗
1 (tl1, tl2) =
∑
|λ|=n1
b[l]1λt
λ1
l1 t
λ2
l2 = 0,
p[l]
∗
2 (tl1, tl2) =
∑
|λ|=n2
b[l]2λt
λ1
l1 t
λ2
l2 = 0
(29)
andNPZero(p[l]
∗
1 , p
[l]∗
2 ) is computed by Algo-Count Positive Solutions For PS. Further, the number of distinct real intersection points
in the interior of all cells of s1 = 0 and s2 = 0 is equal to∑Nl=1 NPZero(PS[l]∗).
Proof. Let us first consider the number of distinct real intersection points in the interior of T[l] of two piecewise algebraic
curves s1 = 0 and s2 = 0.
By the transformation of variables as follows
ul1 = tl1ul3, ul2 == tl2ul3, ul3 = ul3, (30)
it is clear that every solution in the interior of T[l] of the system of equations
p[l]1 (ul1, ul2, ul3) =
∑
|λ|=n1
b[l]1λu
λ1
l1 u
λ2
l2 u
λ3
l3 = 0,
p[l]2 (ul1, ul2, ul3) =
∑
|λ|=n2
b[l]2λu
λ1
l1 u
λ2
l2 u
λ3
l3 = 0,
ul1 + ul2,+ul3 = 1
(31)
corresponds to a solution in R+2 of the system of equations PS[l]∗ above (29), and the reverse is also true. Hence the number
of intersection points in the interior of T[l] of piecewise algebraic curves s1 = 0 and s2 = 0 is equal to NPZero(PS[l]∗), where
NPZero(PS[l]∗), which is the number of distinct intersection points of curves p[l]
∗
1 = 0 and p[l]
∗
2 = 0 in R+2 , is computed by
Algo-Count Positive Solutions For PS, and so the number of distinct real intersection points in the interior of all cells of two
piecewise algebraic curves s1 = 0 and s2 = 0 is equal to∑Nl=1 NPZero(PS[l]∗). This completes the proof. 
According to the above Theorem, the following Count Intersection Points For PAVS can be used for counting distinct real
intersection points in the interior of all cells of two given piecewise algebraic curves.
Algorithm 5. Count Intersection Points For PAVS.
Input: A regular triangulation∆ = {T[1], . . . , T[N]}; Two bivariate spline functions s1 ∈ Sr1n1(∆), s2 ∈ Sr2n2(∆).
Output: N(s1, s2),N(s1, s2)|T[1] , . . . ,N(s1, s2)|T[N] , where N(s1, s2)|T[l] (resp. N(s1, s2)) means the number of distinct real
intersection points in the interior of cell T[l] (resp. in the interior of all cells) of two piecewise algebraic curves s1 = 0
and s2 = 0.
Step 1. Let l = 1, N(s1, s2) = 0.
Step 2. Transform s1|T[l] and s2|T[l] into p[l]1 (ul1, ul2, ul3) and p[l]2 (ul1, ul2, ul3) as (31) by the method in Ref. [11] on the triangle
cell T[l], respectively.
Step 3. Transform p[l]1 (ul1, ul2, ul3) and p
[l]
2 (ul1, ul2, ul3) into p
[l]∗
1 (tl1, tl2) and p
[l]∗
2 (tl1, tl2) as (29) by (30), respectively.
Step 4. Perform Algo-Count Positive Solutions For PS on PS[l] : p[l]∗1 (tl1, tl2) = 0, p[l]
∗
2 (tl1, tl2) = 0. Set NPZero(PS[l]) to the
output.
Step 5. Let N(s1, s2)|T[1] = NPZero(PS[l]),N(s1, s2) = N(s1, s2)+ NPZero(PS[l]).
Step 6. Let l = l+ 1. If l ≤ T, go to step 2; Else, go to step 7.
Step 7. Output N(s1, s2),N(s1, s2)|T[1] , . . . ,N(s1, s2)|T[N] .
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Fig. 1. Regular triangulation4 and piecewise algebraic curves s1 = 0 and s2 = 0.
6. Examples
In this section, an example is given for verifying the correctness of this algorithm.
Let ∆ = {T[1], T[2], T[3], T[4]} be a regular triangulation of rectangular domain ABCD in R2 (see Fig. 1), where T[1] =
4(VA, VB, VO), T[2] = 4(VB, VC, VO), T[3] = 4(VC, VD, VO), T[4] = 4(VD, VA, VO), VA = (−4, 0), VB = (0,−4), VC =
(4, 0), VD = (0, 4), VO = (0, 0).
Suppose that s1, s2 ∈ S13(∆) and
• on cell T[1]:
{
s1|T[1] = x
3 − y3 − y2 + xy− 2x− 1
s2|T[1] = x
3 − y3 + 2xy− 1
• on cell T[2]:
{
s1|T[2] = x
3 − y3 − y2 + xy− 2x− 1+ x2(x+ y+ 1)
s2|T[2] = x
3 − y3 + 2xy− 1+ x2(2x+ 3y+ 1)
• on cell T[3]:
{
s1|T[3] = x
3 − y3 − y2 + xy− 2x− 1+ x2(x+ y+ 1)+ y2(x+ 2y+ 1)
s2|T[3] = x
3 − y3 + 2xy− 1+ x2(2x+ 3y+ 1)+ y2(x+ 3y+ 2)
• on cell T[4]:
{
s1|T[4] = x
3 − y3 − y2 + xy− 2x− 1+ y2(x+ 2y+ 1)
s2|T[4] = x
3 − y3 + 2xy− 1+ y2(x+ 3y+ 2).
Use the Count Intersection Points For PAVS, we get that two piecewise algebraic curves s1(x, y) = 0 and s2(x, y) = 0 have
4 distinct real intersection points in the interior of all cells, and two intersection points lie in T[1] and T[2] respectively, there
is no intersection point in T[3] and T[4] (see Fig. 1).
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